Mealtime in a comfortable atmosphere with delicious meals and pleasant and intimate conversation give us a chance not only to gain nourishment, but to also be come relaxed and refreshed. However, many Japanese forget the importance of mealtime and suffer from various mental and physical disorders .
When we have meals, the information obtained through sight is known to play a very important role in increasing our appetite . Especially, the colors used in the dining space are known to have the strongest impact on our emotions that induce various feelings .
Birren reported that the effects of warm color to increased a diner's appetite had nothing to do with the age and the country of the diners. Okuda and Kawasome et al. also reported that a warm color such as red, orange and yellow, increased the diner's appetite. However, their studies were performed using small color chips or color images.
By the way, the color of the tablecloth might play an In order to clarify the effects of the tablecloth color on a diner's emotion, this study was then performed by producing a real dining space under different brightness conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL AND METHODS ľ Brightness
Three kinds of brightnesses, 12 22, 400 600 and 850 1050 lux, were used in this study.
The brightness of the 12 22 lux dark room with dim light was used as the model for the relaxing and healing space such as a bar and a lounge . The tea ceremony performed at night, which is known as Yobanashi no
Chaji in Japan, has been reported to be held under 5 lux .
The illumination condition of 400 600 lux standard room was used as the model of dining spaces at home Japan placed on the center of the table was turned on hereafter, we call this condition, the dark room with dim light , and in the experiment under 850 1050 lux bright room , the indirect lighting lamp was turned off.
The brightness on the table was measured by an illuminance meter type 51005, Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Japan .
ľ Tablecloth color
The tablecloth used in this study was made from cot- ton. In order to produce a realistic dining atmosphere and to diminish the bias produced by the color harmony between the tablecloth and the dish plate, the dish plate having a color similar to the tablecloth and the transparent goblet glass were used. The color variation of the dishware was far more limited than that of the tablecloth color. The colors used in this study were first determined from the color variation of dish plate, UNO, products made by TAITU Co.,Ltd., and then the tablecloths having a color similar to the dish plate were prepared.
For in the experiment in the dining room, the tablecloth colors consisted of six kinds of chromatic colors red, yellow, green, blue and violet purple , beige ivory , and 3 kinds of achromatic colors black, white and grey . For the experiment in the climatic chamber, the tablecloth colors were the same as in dining room, except for the green, violet and grey ones. The hue, value and chroma of each tablecloth color are shown in Table 1 .
ľ Experimental conditions University students n 25 28, 22.1d2.3 years old , who had eaten more than 2 hours ago, participated in each experiment.
The room temperature and the humidity were 20 25! and 50!, respectively.
In the climatic chamber, three tables 900mm W j 1800mm D j 700mm H covered with the different color tablecloths were placed. In the dining room, nine tables were available.
Each table was separated by a beige colored partition, of which the color was matched to the walls and ceilings made from steel, and the location of the tablecloth color was randomly changed every day.
ľ Questionnaire study
In the waiting room under a similar brightness to the experimental room, the subject completed a questionnaire concerning one's attributes, and health and psychological conditions of the diners as shown in Table 2 .
In the experimental room, the subject was given time 
Data analyses
The data analyses were performed using the SPSS 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION ľ Relationship between favorite color and recommended tablecloth color
Whether the color preference was universal or not has not yet been clarified. However, the blue and/or red were reported to be the generally preferred colors by all generations in all the countries studied .
Whether the favorite color and the recommended tablecloth color were related or not was examined by using a color chart 10j20mm made from pieces of the tablecloths used in this study. These results are shown in Table 3 .
In the standard room, the favorite color bared on the color chart was blue 27! and red 20! . The recommended color selected for the tablecloth was beige 59 ! and white 21! .
The favorite color was similar to the color reported by other researchers . However the recommended tablecloth color selected by the subject was not related to one's favorite color.
ľ A number of people to dine with
The person to dine with is thought to be very important for enjoying the meal. In addition, the number of people to dine with would also be changed depending on the situation. In order to produce the best atmosphere matched to the situation, the recommended tablecloth color was then investigated as shown in Fig. 1 .
In the dark room with dim light, the most favorite tablecloth color to dine with a small number of people was a warm colors, such as red 57! and yellow 52 ! . The favorite tablecloth color to dine with a couple was black 50! , white 48! and blue 48! . These results in a dark room with dim light might be connected to the atmosphere produced by the dim light and the tablecloth color.
In the standard room, although there was no significant difference among the tablecloth colors, the warm colors, yellow 55! and red 37! , were selected for dining with a large number of people. Beige 45 ! and green 36! were selected for dining with a small number of people. In the case of dining with a couple, 40! of the subjects selected violet, white and grey tablecloths, and for dining alone, black, green and grey tablecloths were selected.
In the bright room, yellow 77! , red 63! , beige 57! and blue 52! were selected for the dining with a large number of people. Especially, the tables covered with yellow, red and beige tablecloth were more favorable than that with black p 0.01 . However in the case of the dining with a small number of people, black was selected by 52! of the subjects, although there was not significant difference.
Overall, according to the increase of the strength of brightness, the number of people to dine with was shown to be increased in all colors. That is to say, a number of people to dine with was more influenced by the brightness than tablecloth color. figure are generally placed on a dining table in order to promote conversation among the diners. However, the atmosphere produced by the tablecloth color might be important. Whether or not the conversation was promoted by the tablecloth color was examined.
In the dark room with dim light, about 50! of the subjects answered not to have a conversation at the table covered with a white, black or beige tablecloth as shown in Overall, beige was most recommended color in dining with homey atmosphere as with a family, because beige had the effects of not only healing, but promoting conversation during dining with a small number of people in the standard room.
Appetite
The influence of the tablecloth color on one's appetite was examined.
In the dark room with dim light, red 45! was the most recommended color to enhance one's appetite compared to black p 0.05 as shown in Fig.4 .
In the standard room, the most effective tablecloth color to enhance one's appetite was beige 71! , although there was no significant difference among the tablecloth colors. The color that decreased one's appetite was shown to be violet 57! , grey 50! and black 43! .
In the bright room, many people answered that one's appetite was enhanced at the table covered with beige 75! , white 71! , yellow 65! and red 45! tablecloths. However, a black 44! tablecloth was not suitable for one's appetite.
The color to enhance one's appetite was reported to be orange, red and yellow, and the color to decrease one's appetite was yellow green and purple . In this study, the tablecloths color that decreased one's appetite were similar to those previously reported. However, the tablecloth color that increased one's appetite was not necessarily only the warm color, but also beige.
We already reported the relationship between the table decoration style and the tablecloth color under different brightnesses , of which the experiments were also performed by considering the area effect of the color and the atmosphere around the diner. The table decoration styles formal, casual, etc.
were shown to be effectively changed by the tablecloth color and/or the brightness of the dining space. Especially, the atmosphere produced by the yellow tablecloth was shown to be mostly influenced by the strength of the blightness, but not for the black one . In this study, the properties of the yellow and black tablecloth colors also showed similar tendencies to these results.
From our series of experiments, the beige tablecloth was shown to be a multipurpose color for various TPOs.
The effects of the color family of beige are now under investigation in more detail.
SUMMARY
The effective use of the tablecloth color to produce a comfortable dining space was examined under different brightnesses. The tablecloth color was shown to produce not only a comfortable, but suitable atmosphere that changes one's emotion depending on the TPO. The stronger the brightness, the more characteristic tablecloth color was strengthened, especially yellow. In a dark room with dim light, the characteristics of the tablecloth color diminished.
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